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Sensor networks
The emergence of sensor networks:
Availability of sensor devices
Development of software and hardware
Applications:
Range from environmental monitoring to health care
Two examples at EPFL:
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Sensor networks: Routing
Routing in sensor networks is challenging due to the limited
capacities of sensor devices:
Small memory
Strong energy limitations
Limited communication bandwidth
Limited processing capabilities
Temporary failures are common
Traditional routing algorithms are too complex or do not take
into account sensor networks limitations
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⇒ We need new tools specifically conceived for the particular
characteristics of sensor networks Distributed Routing Algorithms for Sensor Networks – p.2
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Single source-destination: Network model
Single source-destination pair
Model: Large and unreliable lattices
Possible to get analytical solutions
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Single source-destination: Network model
Single source-destination pair
Model: Large and unreliable lattices
Possible to get analytical solutions
(1−p)
p
New routing formulation:
Why: Routes are expensive
Constrained random walks: We define the statistical behavior of
packets
Problem: Define the local probability density that achieves a
desired overall behavior based on local information
We achieve:
Complexity independent of the network size
Full path diversity
Distributed and asynchronous computation of local parameters
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Single source-destination: Results
Spreading ⇒ Global objective: Load is uniformly distributed
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Local parameters depend only on the number of paths towards
the source and the destination
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Single source-destination: Results
Spreading ⇒ Global objective: Load is uniformly distributed
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Local parameters depend only on the number of paths towards
the source and the destination
Advantages:
Full spatial diversity
Distributed energy consumption
Robustness to failures
First algorithm that routes messages without discovering/maintaining/repairing
routes
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Multiple source-destinations
Multiple source-destination pairs:
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Model assumptions
Nodes generate information following a stationary distribution with
constant average rate of R packets per unit time
Nodes are equipped with unlimited buffer capabilities
All links have the same capacity Cl
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Multiple source-destinations
Multiple source-destination pairs:
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Model assumptions
Nodes generate information following a stationary distribution with
constant average rate of R packets per unit time
Nodes are equipped with unlimited buffer capabilities
All links have the same capacity Cl
Questions:
Maximum rate R nodes can transmit?
Optimal routing algorithms?
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Multiple src-dest: Capacity analysis
Definitions:
A rate is achievable if the total number of packets in the
network remains bounded over time
Network capacity C(N) is the maximum achievable rate
Capacity bounds can be computed applying bisection arguments:
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Are these upperbounds achievable?
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Multiple src-dest: Optimal algorithms
Capacity is achievable in the three cases: RΠopt = C(N)
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Multiple src-dest: Optimal algorithms
Capacity is achievable in the three cases: RΠopt = C(N)
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Row-First routing Uniform distribution Uniform border gathering
Robustness-capacity trade-off!
Robustness: Spatial diversity (Spreading)
Capacity: Few paths (Row-First)
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Finite buffers: Problem
Capacity results: Based on stability ⇒ assume infinite buffers
In practice, buffers in sensor devices are finite
[e.g. Berkeley motes, 4-10 KB]
Packet can be lost due to buffer overflow
What is the optimal routing under finite queues?
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Finite buffers: Problem
Capacity results: Based on stability ⇒ assume infinite buffers
In practice, buffers in sensor devices are finite
[e.g. Berkeley motes, 4-10 KB]
Packet can be lost due to buffer overflow
What is the optimal routing under finite queues?
Definitions:
A rate is feasible if the average packet loss probability is
smaller than τ0
RΠmax(N,Q): Maximum feasible rate achieved by a routing
algorithm Π in a N nodes network with buffers of size Q
Find Π such that RΠmax(N,Q) is maximum
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Finite buffers: Model
Packets of constant size K
Nodes are modeled as G/D/1 queues with 1/µ = K/Cl
Overflow losses first appear in the most loaded node: We need
the buffer occupancy distribution in this node
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Finite buffers: Model
Packets of constant size K
Nodes are modeled as G/D/1 queues with 1/µ = K/Cl
Overflow losses first appear in the most loaded node: We need
the buffer occupancy distribution in this node
For a given communication model and routing algorithm:
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Finite buffers: Model
Packets of constant size K
Nodes are modeled as G/D/1 queues with 1/µ = K/Cl
Overflow losses first appear in the most loaded node: We need
the buffer occupancy distribution in this node
For a given communication model and routing algorithm:
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No analytical solutions are known even for the simplest cases!
Solution: Approximation methods
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Finite buffers: A new approach
Classical approach: Jackson’s independence approximation
does not work
Equivalence for deterministic service time tree queueing
networks: [Neely, Rohrs and Modiano 03]
“The number of packets in queue distribution in the head node of
a tree network is the same as in the head node of a reduced 2-stage
model”
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Under some approximations, can be used for all the
communication models to derive the packet distributions
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Finite buffers: Example
Applying this equivalence under the data gathering model:
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Finite buffers: Example
Applying this equivalence under the data gathering model:
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for all Π
Question: What is the best distribution for λΠ1 , λΠ2 , and λΠ3 that mini-
mizes the number of packets in the most loaded node?
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Finite buffers: Optimal algorithms
Optimal arrival distribution:
“The number of packets in the head node of the two stage network
is minimized if λΠ1 = λT”
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λ = 0
Less balanced ⇒ Narrower packet distribution ⇒ Higher rate
Optimal routing: Nodes receive traffic from ONLY ONE neighbor
Intuition: Head node can transmit before receiving new packets
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Finite buffers: Optimal routing
Apply the optimal arrival distribution recursively
Optimal routing: TSP non shortest-path algorithm
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Finite buffers: Optimal routing
Apply the optimal arrival distribution recursively
Optimal routing: TSP non shortest-path algorithm
Optimal shortest path: CROSS routing
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Finite buffers: Results
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Finite buffers: Theorems
Theorem: (Required buffer)
“The buffer size Q required to achieve a certain relative network
capacity α decreases with the network size N”
Packet distribution for a given relative network capacity:
Example: α = 0.75
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Finite buffers: Approximations
Combined with some approximations, this model can also be
used for all the communication models to derive the packet
distributions
Example: Uniform communications and Row-First routing:
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Random networks: Model
N nodes randomly deployed in a square area
Nodes have a fixed transmission range
No collisions: Graph with point-to-point
connectivity. If di,j ≤ r → ei,j ∈ E.
Central data gathering communication model
BSMaximum rate RΠmax nodes can send?
Infinite buffers
Finite buffers
Optimal routing algorithms to send packet towards the
base-station?
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Random networks: Network capacity
Network capacity: (bisection method)
C ≤ n(dBS)Cl
N−1 ,
where n(dBS) is the number of neighbors
of the base-station
BS
min−cut
Can this capacity be achieved?
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Network capacity: (bisection method)
C ≤ n(dBS)Cl
N−1 ,
where n(dBS) is the number of neighbors
of the base-station
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min−cut
Can this capacity be achieved?
Infinite buffer case:
⇒ Uniform traffic distribution among
arrival links (necessary and sufficient condition)
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Random networks: Network capacity
Network capacity: (bisection method)
C ≤ n(dBS)Cl
N−1 ,
where n(dBS) is the number of neighbors
of the base-station
BS
min−cut
Can this capacity be achieved?
Infinite buffer case:
⇒ Uniform traffic distribution among
arrival links (necessary and sufficient condition)
Finite buffer case:
⇒ Uniform distribution is not enough (overflow losses)
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Random networks: Infinite buffers
Optimal routing algorithm: Distribute
nodes uniformly among ϕn(dBS)
BS
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Random networks: Infinite buffers
Optimal routing algorithm: Distribute
nodes uniformly among ϕn(dBS)
BS
⇒ NP-complete problem!
(bounded component spanning forest problem)
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Random networks: Infinite buffers
Optimal routing algorithm: Distribute
nodes uniformly among ϕn(dBS)
BS
⇒ NP-complete problem!
(bounded component spanning forest problem)
Distribution factor DF:
DF (Π) =
|D(dm, T
Π)|n(dBS)
(N − 1)
, DF (Π) ≥ 1
Equivalent definition: RΠmax = CDF (Π)
Random shortest path data-gathering algorithm as
Bellmans-Ford (DBF) induces a highly non uniform distribution
(high DF (Π))
We propose a distributed algorithm UTD that behaves close to
optimal: DF (Π)→ 1 as N →∞ Distributed Routing Algorithms for Sensor Networks – p.23
Random networks: Infinite buffers
Optimal routing: Non shortest-path algorithm
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Random networks: Finite buffers
In practice, buffers are finite
Necessary condition: Distribute nodes uniformly among ϕn(dBS)
Analysis of a stochastic network:
Nodes are G/D/1 queues
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Random networks: Finite buffers
In practice, buffers are finite
Necessary condition: Distribute nodes uniformly among ϕn(dBS)
Analysis of a stochastic network:
Nodes are G/D/1 queues ⇒ Approximation models
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Random networks: Overflow losses
Overflow losses occur close to the base-station and in node re-
ceiving traffic form many neighbors
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Random networks: Finite buffers
To reduce overflow: Nodes should receive traffic from only ONE
neighbor
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Random networks: Finite buffers
To reduce overflow: Nodes should receive traffic from only ONE
neighbor
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Optimal routing:
Distribute the load uniformly in ϕn(dBS)
For each sub-tree, we route following a TS route
|ϕn(dBS)| Disjoint TS routes of equal length ⇒ NP hard problem
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Random networks: Heuristic
Nodes with high overflow losses are located close to the
base-station
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Random networks: Heuristic
Nodes with high overflow losses are located close to the
base-station
1) Start with a distributed heuristic for TS graphs for those
nodes close to the base station
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Random networks: Heuristic
Nodes with high overflow losses are located close to the
base-station
1) Start with a distributed heuristic for TS graphs for those
nodes close to the base station
2) Shortest path routing to the end points of the TS graphs.
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UTD-Q: Modified distributed Bellman-Ford
Random networks: Overflow losses
Maximum rate gain with respect to DBF
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Wireless networks
We consider now interferences:
A transmission from Xi to Xj is successful iff:
di,j ≤ r and dk,j > r +∆, ∆ ≥ 0.
BS
If transmission is not possible:
Nodes wait a random time tBO
uniformly distributed in [0,backoff-time].
Capacity: C = Cl
N−1
Overflow losses distribution is very similar to the wired case:
Highest in nodes close to the base-station an receiving traffic
form multiple neighbors
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Wireless networks: Optimal transmission
To maximize the throughput ⇒ Optimal transmission scheduling
⇒ NP-hard (graph-coloring)
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Wireless networks: Optimal transmission
To maximize the throughput ⇒ Optimal transmission scheduling
⇒ NP-hard (graph-coloring)
Alternative: Backoff-time
Wireless interpretation of minimum overflow losses:
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Nodes receiving traffic from several networks have higher probability
to capture the medium
We model this probability through the backoff-time:
TBO(dj) = T
0
BOnavgh(dj , dBS)
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Wireless networks: Results
Rate gain with respect to constant backoff window
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Unreliable networks: Model
Robustness capacity trade-off:
Robustness to failures: Multi-path routing (Spreading)
Maximum rate: One or few paths (Row First, TSP)
We propose a random algorithm that controls the number of
used paths α:
α = 1⇒ Spreading
α = 0⇒ Single path routing
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Source coding: Scenario
Multi-path routing achieves robustness in unreliable networks
Scenario:
Real time central data gathering network
Limited storage at the nodes
Maximum packet delay: ∆
Characteristics:
Multiple paths to the base-station
Packets are lost due to delay or buffer overflow (not bit
errors)
We show that combining multi-path routing with suitable
source-coding mechanisms provides a high gain
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Source coding: Multiple description coding
Multiple Description (MD) coding splits the source information
into different complementary and possibly redundant parts
Source
Destination
encoder
MD MD
decoder
The reconstructed signal quality depends on:
Number of packets that reaches the destination
Coding strategy
Rate-distortion region only known in the Gaussian case for 2
descriptions
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Source coding: Toy example
Simplest yet not trivial instance of our original problem: Possible
to obtain analytical results
Two source-destination pairs
Gaussian sources
D 1
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Source coding: Toy example
Simplest yet not trivial instance of our original problem: Possible
to obtain analytical results
Two source-destination pairs
Gaussian sources
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Routing mechanism:
Single path routing
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Source coding: Toy example
Simplest yet not trivial instance of our original problem: Possible
to obtain analytical results
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Gaussian sources
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Routing mechanism:
Single path routing
Multiple path routing
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Source coding: Toy example
Simplest yet not trivial instance of our original problem: Possible
to obtain analytical results
Two source-destination pairs
Gaussian sources
D 1
S 1
S 2 D 2
1l l2
l3 l4
Routing mechanism:
Single path routing
Multiple path routing
Coding mechanism:
Single Description (SD) coding
Double Description (DD) coding
- Unequal Error Protection
- MD Scalar Quantizer
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Source coding: Toy example analysis
Distortion:
Dist(Di) = DcFτ(ds1,dd1)(∆)
2 + 2Ds(1− Fτ(ds1,dd1)(∆))Fτ(ds1,dd1)(∆)
+
(
1− Fτ(ds1,dd1)(∆)
)2
,
where Fτ = f(∆, Q) is the cumulative distribution function of the
total transmission time
We compute Fτ using some queueing theory ...
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Source coding: Toy example analysis
Distortion:
Dist(Di) = DcFτ(ds1,dd1)(∆)
2 + 2Ds(1− Fτ(ds1,dd1)(∆))Fτ(ds1,dd1)(∆)
+
(
1− Fτ(ds1,dd1)(∆)
)2
,
where Fτ = f(∆, Q) is the cumulative distribution function of the
total transmission time
We compute Fτ using some queueing theory ...
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Source coding: Toy example results
Most sophisticated schema multi-path MDSQ performs
significantly better than the usual single-path single-description
Distortion gain for several network loads ρ:
ρ = 0.25 ρ = 0.5 ρ = 0.75
Single path SD 0 0 0
Multi-path SD 0.6 5.5 3.3
Multi-path UEP 12.1 8.8 5.7
Multi-path MDSQ 13.6 9.4 5.9
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Source coding: From 2 to M descriptions
Apply MD coding to large networks
To fully exploit multi-path: M descriptions
Rate distortion region are not known for M > 2
Generalization of previous two techniques:
UEP ⇒ Linear complexity
MDSQ ⇒ Exponential complexity
Practical Aspects:
Coding strategy (number of descriptions)
Packet size
Number of packets
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Source coding: optimal M
Assume contant probability p of losing a packet
UEP encoder, 48bits, M=2,4,6
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In theory, more descriptions ⇒ Lower distortion
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Source coding: Optimal M
Distortion decreases with M : Fine tuning
Distortion increases with M :
Rate increases with M
Traffic becomes more bursty } Overflow losses increases
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Source coding: Optimal M
Distortion decreases with M : Fine tuning
Distortion increases with M :
Rate increases with M
Traffic becomes more bursty } Overflow losses increases
In practice, optimal M depends on the header / packet size ratio
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Contributions of the thesis
Design an efficient and decentralized routing algorithm for one
single source-destination pair
Analysis of capacity and optimal routing algorithms for different
communication models in lattice networks
New approximation models to compute the distribution on the
queue size at the nodes and that allow to design routing
algorithms that minimize overflow losses
Design of routing algorithms for random and wireless networks
Design of a routing algorithm that trades robustness and
capacity for unreliable networks
Showed that performance of routing algorithms can be signifi-
cantly improved by considering the interaction of the source cod-
ing mechanism with the transport mechanism
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